Catering and Hospitality Tableware

MODERN DESIGN MEETS SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS.
CATERING AND HOSPITALITY TABLEWARE

Regardless of where people gather to eat, be it the dining hall, canteen, care home or nursery, ORNAMIN tableware wins people over with its many benefits. It’s the combination of design, quality and sustainability, in particular, that sets it apart from competitors’ products. The solid, thick walls and brilliant surfaces give it a top-quality appearance.
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TEN BENEFITS ALL AT ONCE

Whether it’s adults or children, any time several people gather around a table, the constant noise can sometimes be quite irritating. ORNAMIN tableware is pleasantly quiet, which is good news to both the dining guests and the kitchen staff. It is also especially light, which is primarily noticeable when you are carrying a tray of several plates and bowls to your table. Two benefits, in particular, that are easy on the wallet are the extreme sturdiness and the energy-saving material.

The average breakage rate of melamine tableware is just 2% (in comparison the average breakage rate of porcelain is 33%). Fewer breaks means long durability and less need for replacements, whilst the low thermal capacity ensures that food stays warm for longer without preheating and less energy is required for cleaning. What’s more, the weight tolerances of melamine tableware are much lower than those of glass or porcelain, so that the tare weight is always right with ORNAMIN. And, finally, there is the issue of eco-friendliness. Due to the materials used, the tableware is fully recyclable. And ORNAMIN offers a warranty on manufacturing defects, provided the care instructions have been followed (normal signs of tear and wear excluded).

By the way: Tableware made of melamine is perfectly suitable for decorations. You can either choose from the wide range of designs offered by ORNAMIN or create a customised design.
TIMELESS DESIGN

The Country Style series offers a timeless design for canteens, cafeterias, schools, day care centres, nursing homes, hospitals, hotels and to the catering industry - and of course also for the private use at home or on the go.

The plate is characterized by a wide rim which is clearly separated from the comparatively small inner surface of the plate. Both the rim and the inner surface of the dish are suited for decorations from the assortment of ORNAMIN or you can have individually designed decorations. The plates are perfectly stackable due to their shape, the same applies also to the mugs and bowls.
Overview of colours and designs on p. 14-17.

**PLATE FLAT Ø 19,5 cm**  
Model 123

**PLATE FLAT Ø 23,5 cm**  
Model 124

**PLATE DEEP Ø 23,5 cm**  
Model 125

**MUG 300 ml**  
Model 1201

**BOWL 150 ml**  
Model 160

**BOWL 900 ml**  
Model 161

**BOWL 2700 ml**  
Model 154

For technical details as well as colours and designs, please have a look at the Product List. ORNAMIN also offers Gastronorm and Euronorm trays and cloches upon request.
THE LIGHTNESS OF BEING

The Puristic Style series distinguishes itself by its lightness and its soft, rounded shapes.

There is a smooth transition between the rim and inner surface of the plate. Like all tableware series by ORNAMIN the Puristic Style tableware is ideal for use in canteens, cafeterias, schools, day care centers, nursing homes and hospitals, and also for use at home or on the go. The plates are perfectly stackable due to their shape, the same applies to the bowls.
Overview of colours and designs on p. 14-17.

PLATE FLAT Ø 23,5 cm
Model 414

MUG 260 ml
Model 420

PLATE DEEP Ø 15 cm
Model 415

PLATE DEEP Ø 18,5 cm
Model 419

BOWL 300 ml
Model 433

BOWL 450 ml
Model 435

SERVING PLATTER
Model 440

For technical details as well as colours and designs, please have a look at the Product List. ORNAMIN also offers Gastronorm and Euronorm trays and cloches upon request.
THE CLASSIC SERIES FOR CATERING

The Classic Style series by ORNAMIN offers a stylish solution for canteens, cafeterias, schools, day care centres, nursing homes and hospitals.

The plates are characterized by a narrow rim which clearly separates the large inner surface of the plates. Both the rim and the inner surface of the plates are suited for decorations which can be chosen from the wide range offered by ORNAMIN or individually designed. They are also available fully coloured. The plates are perfectly stackable due to their shape, the same applies to the mugs and bowls.
PLATE FLAT Ø 22 cm
Model 503

PLATE FLAT Ø 26 cm
Model 504

PLATE DEEP Ø 22 cm
Model 505

SAUCER Ø 15,5 cm
Model 502

MUG 150 ml
Model 501

MUG 220 ml
Model 508

MUG 300 ml
Model 510

BOWL 300 ml
Model 522
Available in Melamine or SAN.

BOWL 800 ml
Model 563

For technical details as well as colours and designs, please have a look at the Product List. ORNAMIN also offers Gastronorm and Euronorm trays and cloches upon request.
MODERN TABLEWARE

Simple and timeless, this unusual Campus Style series presents with a harmonious combination of angular and rounded elements.

In addition, the special shape ensures a space-saving storage and efficient cleaning. Both the rim and the inner surface of the plates are suited for decorations which can be chosen from the wide range offered by ORNAMIN or individually designed. They are also available fully coloured. The plates are perfectly stackable due to their shape, the same applies to the cups and bowls.

PROJECT REFERENCE

The Campus Style series was developed for the new canteen of the university Göttingen (Germany) and then adopted into the range by ORNAMIN.
PLATE Ø 27 cm
Model 604

CUP 230 ml
Model 610

BOWL 150 ml
Model 633

BOWL 200 ml
Model 632

BOWL 150 ml
Model 641

BOWL 900 ml
Model 642

BOWL 2400 ml
Model 643

For technical details as well as colours and designs, please have a look at the Product List. ORNAMIN also offers Gastronorm and Euronorm trays and cloches upon request.
AWARD WINNING

Modern design meets sustainable material: The broad rim of the plate in combination with the smooth transition to the inner surface provides for an elegant appearance. The noble white of the tableware underlines this impression. The rim of the plates is suited for decorations which can be chosen from the wide range offered by ORNAMIN or individually designed. All in all this tableware series combines aesthetic, economic and environmental aspects in a classy way.

PROJECT REFERENCE

The Campus Style series was developed for the new canteen of the university Bielefeld (Germany) and then adopted into the range by ORNAMIN.
SAUCER / SIDE PLATE Ø 15,5 cm
Model 1202

MUG 170 ml
Model 1231

MUG 170 ml
Model 1231

PLATE Ø 22 cm
Model 1203

PLATE Ø 27 cm
Model 1204

PLATE DEEP Ø 24 cm
Model 1205

MUG 300 ml
Model 1201

CUP 300 ml
Model 1208

CUP 400 ml
Model 1210

For technical details as well as colours and designs, please have a look at the Product List. ORNAMIN also offers Gastronorm and Euronorm trays and cloches upon request.
COLOURS AND DESIGNS.

**DESIGN PAPYRUS**

Series: ELEGANT DESIGN
Campus Style

Colors: Red, Yellow, Blue, Green

**DESIGN ESPRIT**

Series: ELEGANT DESIGN
Campus Style
Country Style

Colors: Red, Yellow, Blue, Green

**DESIGN VIENTO**

Series: ELEGANT DESIGN

Colors: Red, Yellow, Blue, Green
For technical details as well as colours and designs, please have a look at the Product List. ORNAMIN also offers Gastronorm and Euronorm trays and cloches upon request.
For technical details as well as colours and designs, please have a look at the Product List. ORNAMIN also offers Gastronorm and Euronorm trays and cloches upon request.
CUSTOMISED DESIGNS
BOWLS

BOWL 150 ml
Model 160

BOWL 150 ml
Model 633

BOWL 200 ml
Model 632

LID FOR 160 / 522
Model 524

BOWL 300 ml
Model 522
Available in Melamine or SAN.

BOWL 300 ml
Model 433

BOWL 800 ml
Model 563

BOWL 900 ml
Model 161

LID FOR BOWL 722
Model 723

BOWL 150 ml
Model 641

BOWL 900 ml
Model 642

BOWL 2400 ml
Model 643

For technical details as well as colours and designs, please have a look at the Product List. ORNAMIN also offers Gastronorm and Euronorm trays and cloches upon request.
**BOWLS**

Soups, sides, stews, cereals, salad … - there are not only a lot of dishes and meals but also a lot of various situations, demands and tastes. Therefore ORNAMIN offers a product range with wide choice. Choose specific stackable bowls for the canteen kitchen - and decide on options between round and angled, small and big, flat and high, white and colourful alternatives. The wide volume range allows you to find the exact bowl for your demand. The measures are adapted to the needs of common feeding.

**BOWL 300 ml**
Model 727

**BOWL 450 ml**
Model 435

**BOWL SQUARE 200 ml**
Model 722
Available in Melamine or SAN.

**BOWL 2700 ml**
Model 154

**MAIN COURSE PLATE Ø 25 cm**
Model 730

To separate different foods ORNAMIN also offers a Main Course Plate which is space-saving stackable.
CUPS AND MUGS

MUG 150 ml / MUG 220 ml / MUG 300 ml
Model 501 / Model 508 / Model 510

MUG 260 ml
Model 420

MUG 170 ml
Model 1231

MUG 300 ml
Model 1201

THERMO MUG 260 ml
Model 206

CUP 300 ml
Model 1208

CUP 400 ml
Model 1210

CUP 160 ml
Model 304

For technical details as well as colours and designs, please have a look at the Product List. ORNAMIN also offers Gastronorm and Euronorm trays and cloches upon request.
FLEXIBLE SELECTION AND COMBINATION

The cups and mugs of ORNAMIN are available in different designs and sizes. ORNAMIN also offers different lids, drinking lids and spouted lids.

LID
Model 513
Fits mugs 501, 508, 510 and 420.

LID
Model 812
Fits Thermo Mug 206 and Cup 805 and Non-Slip Cups Flower/Scale 820.

DRINKING LID
Model 811
Fits Thermo Mug 206 and Cup 805 and Non-Slip Cups Flower/Scale 820.

DRINKING LID
Model 814
Fits Thermo Mug 206 and Cup 805 and Non-Slip Cups Flower/Scale 820.

DRINKING LID
Model 1214
Fits Mug 1201 and cups 1206, 1208 and 1210.
COFFEE TO GO

Hundreds of thousands of disposable cups are bought per hour which amounts up to billions of cups that are thrown away in the garbage per year. For coffee enjoyment without burdening the environment ORNAMIN offers reusable solutions! The cups as well as the lid and sleeve are durable – while the disposable alternative lasts for about 15 minutes on average.

The cups made of break-resistant quality plastic are light, sturdy, break-resistant and have an appealing look and feel. The perfect supplement is the spill proof Drinking Lid which is easy to open and close and fits tightly for safe transport. For a better grip a Non-Slip Sleeve is available. On request we produce the cups, lids and sleeves in your preferred colours and designs.

ORNAMIN also offers food to go concepts for take-away meals.
ACCORDING TO YOUR WISHES

Set an example for sustainable consumption! With the reusable ORNAMIN Cups there are no limits to your creativity. Here are some examples for customised designs of already realised projects and some designs by ORNAMIN:

- **Made in Germany:** Quality made in Minden. From idea to serial production: the Coffee to go Cup is developed completely in Minden.

- **Your cup, your decoration:** Goodbye to the days of third party branding. The Coffee to go Cup with your individual and dishwasher safe decoration will be an advertising media for your brand.

- **Closable and spill proof:** The Coffee to go Lid is the perfect partner to the Coffee Cup and can be safely used when you are out and about.

- **Environmentally friendly:** Low processing temperature and weight, break resistance, recyclable – reusable cups made of plastics deliver excellent results under ecological aspects.

- **Signal effect:** Suppliers with a reusable cup system make a mark for sustainable consumption and are against unnecessary disposal.

---

5 reasons for choosing Coffee to go Cups by ORNAMIN

- **Made in Germany:** Quality made in Minden. From idea to serial production: the Coffee to go Cup is developed completely in Minden.

- **Your cup, your decoration:** Goodbye to the days of third party branding. The Coffee to go Cup with your individual and dishwasher safe decoration will be an advertising media for your brand.

- **Closable and spill proof:** The Coffee to go Lid is the perfect partner to the Coffee Cup and can be safely used when you are out and about.

- **Environmentally friendly:** Low processing temperature and weight, break resistance, recyclable – reusable cups made of plastics deliver excellent results under ecological aspects.

- **Signal effect:** Suppliers with a reusable cup system make a mark for sustainable consumption and are against unnecessary disposal.

---

### Reusable materials in comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Porcelain</th>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>Plastic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processing temperature</td>
<td>ca. 1.000°</td>
<td>ca. 800°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport weight</td>
<td>KG</td>
<td>KG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break-resistance/Durability</td>
<td>🙁</td>
<td>😞</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recyclable</td>
<td>😞</td>
<td>😞</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FOR LITTLE HEROES

For little heroes with big appetites: The child-friendly crockery ‘For little heroes’ by ORNAMIN makes every mealtime big fun for all kids. It is made of practically unbreakable melamine that can withstand almost anything. The bowl and plates come with two colourful non-slip grip pads each, while a colourful non-slip sleeve is provided for the cup. This ensures that every piece is easy to pick up, even for the smallest, clumsiest hands. Additionally, a non-slip ring under the base guarantees a firm stand.

All in all, the children’s tableware “For little heroes” by ORNAMIN encourages children to eat and drink independently as its size, weight and features are adjusted to the motor skills and power of children.

ORNAMIN also offers a Keep Warm Dish with child-friendly designs.
PLATE DEEP Ø 25 cm
Model 301

PLAYING

COOKING

FAIRY TALE

ADVENTURE

CHILDREN’S CUP 120 ml
Model 840
TABLEWARE WITH SUPPORTING FEATURES

SMART DESIGN BRINGS EVERYONE TO THE TABLE

Eating together is an important social event and one of life’s simple daily pleasures – provided everyone can participate and enjoy their food. The award-winning family tableware by ORNAMIN has been designed with style as well as function, removing any stigma or embarrassment about using adaptive crockery because its supportive features are hidden in its design. Additionally, the smart ideas are combined with great materials which make the tableware e.g. extremely light and very sturdy.

These smart ideas make life simpler and encourage independence:

- **Thermal Function**: Keeping drinks and food warm for longer.
- **Sloped Base**: Easier spooning.
- **Raised Edges**: Simplified spreading.
- **Non-Slip Function**: Better grip.
- **Internal Cone**: Convenient drinking.
- **Brake Function**: Firm hold.

[Image of tableware with a bowl of soup and a spoon]
EATING AND DRINKING WITH DEMENTIA

THE RED RANGE

Eating and drinking habits often change in those affected by dementia: they have less hunger and thirst and no longer understand the need to eat or drink. The functional tableware by ORNAMIN is based on one main principle: eating is a visual process too. Clear shapes and contrasting colours help to make eating and drinking simpler and easier to do. Our tip: Red is the colour of dementia because it has a positive effect on the appetite, provides orientation and is a colour that those suffering from dementia can still recognise even in the advanced stages and it makes contrasts in colour easy to see.

The plates, bowls, cups and boards are also characterised by their intuitive handling. The supportive features hidden in the design make everyday challenges easier to overcome. This promotes independence and a feeling of self-esteem. And: something that is practised everyday is harder to forget.

For more information go to www.ornamin.co.uk.

PLATE WITH SLOPED BASE:
- makes eating easier due to:
  - a sloped base
  - a discreet protruding lip
  - a non-slip ring on the bottom
  - available in three sizes

MUGS WITH INTERNAL CONE:
- make drinking easier due to the cone-shaped interior
- handles allow secure hold
- thermal function keeps drinks warm or cold as required
- intuitive use
- available in three designs

DRINKING LID:
- discreet drinking lid with all-round holes for intuitive use
- sits discreetly inside the mug so it is hardly noticeable as a drinking aid
- fits a large range of mugs by ORNAMIN

Clear shapes and contrasting colours give orientation.